
E2H OD, B2: Organizing Your Thoughts & More 
 

As you create your script/outline, consider the important information you would like to include and the best 

order in which to present it. Put ample thought into the content as well as the presentation of the content. 

 

Consider:  

 

● Your audience: How will you get/keep them interested? What do they need to know about your topic? 

 

● Your claim: What is your main argument/stance on issue? Of what are you trying to convince your 

audience? Develop your claim beyond stance; include preview of reasons. 

 

● 2-3 strong reasons: What are the 2-3 most important, biggest facts/details/ideas that will help support 

your argument?  

○ These reasons would be best presented/heard in what order?  

○ How can you build from one idea to another? One piece of evidence to another?  

■ Include verbal citations as needed to give credit to other words/ideas:  

● As world-renown astrophysicist Jane Smith describes… 

● According to NBA legend Michael Jordan, … 

■ Utilize effective transitions:  

● in addition, moreover, furthermore, likewise, also, as well as, similarly 

● however, on the other hand, unlike, rather, yet, although 

● consequently, therefore, as a result 

 

● Address counterargument: What does the opposition say?  

○ Then counter this: Why are they wrong? What is a flaw in their argument?  

■ Be sure to cite evidence here; bring your audience back to your claim! 

 

● Propose call to action: What SPECIFICALLY should your audience DO NOW to help prevent/alleviate/ 

solve the problem? What needs to happen next?  

 

● Rhetoric: How can/where will you implement ethos, logos, and pathos?  

○ Visuals? Research? Facts? Statistics? Credible sources? Primary accounts? Stories? Music? 

○ High quality product (easy to see/hear/understand – organized, polished, proper grammar, etc.) 

■ See “OD/B2 MovieMaker Tips” on teacher page (Especially for saving instructions!) 

 

● Avoid plagiarism: Create an MLA-formatted Works Cited page on Microsoft Word. 

○ Include ALL sources used in presentation (Yes, images/graphs/videos too!)  

○ Take a picture of it with your phone, and then upload it to Movie Maker. 

○ See Purdue O.W.L. and class notes/handouts for help with citation format and requirements. 


